IMSA Leadership Education and Development

MODULE

3

Public Speaking 1

“The ability to effectively communicate your ideas is an indispensable skill in the art of
leadership.”
-

Benjamin Tennyson

Objectives

1. Students will understand the importance of public speaking in the realm of leadership.
2. Students will improve their public speaking skills through spontaneous public speaking
drills.
3. Students will bond with the both facilitators and other students.

Agenda

1. Introduction (10 minutes)
2. Drills (50 minutes)

Facilitator Notes
-

-

All of you will be equipped with your own public speaking skill after SLD week and
Early Move-in. Your class will perform much better if you give them an example of
what you are looking for in each drill. Don’t go overboard and take up too much class
time with your example, but try to give some guidance before students have to speak.
Be a cheerleader: hype your students up, give them the confidence to go up in front of
the class and speak, especially for your more nervous students.
Make sure students do not have a script prepared. All speaking should be as
spontaneous as possible so students can practice speaking naturally.
It is recommended that students stand up for these exercises. Standing will reveal
swaying and fidgeting. If you want to have students stand on a table to make things
more fun, make sure the table will not fall under them.
The reason this module is so early in the semester is because it also functions as a
bonding experience. It is very easy to make this module fun for students, so make sure
to set a good example and have fun with your students.

Introduction (10 min)
●

●

Primary Question
○ What is something many good leaders have in common?
■ Hopefully the answer comes to public speaking/communication. If not,
guide students to it or say it outright.
Examples of Speeches (2 options)
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●

* If facilitators choose the Dwight Shrute speech, they should only give a good example
hot take for when it is time to introduce the hot takes activity
○ Dwight Shrute’s Mussolini Speech
■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYyZqlyDEL4
■ How did Dwight’s speech develop as time went on? What effect did it
ultimately have on the audience’s perception of him?
■ What were his strengths/weaknesses?
○ Facilitator Presents
■ Facilitators give their own hot take for 1 minute
■ One facilitator will give a really good speech, and the other will give a
bad speech
● Weaker Hot Take: no eye contact, lots of fidgeting, filler words,
etc
■ Students can point out the differences between the two speeches and
determine what good public speaking traits are
Expectations
○ Students should not be judgemental
○ Encourage students to be cheerleaders (boosts confidence)
○ The more effort you put in, the more benefits you’ll get

Drills (50 min)
Purpose:
Students will learn to speak spontaneously and persuasively in front of a group of
people
Materials:
Vocal cords
Directions:
Choose 2 of the 3 listed activities. Give students feedback after each activity. For drills, ask for
volunteers first. After every student speaks, tell them something they did well and something
they need to improve on. Open the floor to ask if their peers have any feedback for them.
●

●

Activity One: Hot Takes
○ A Hot Take is similar to a passion pitch - a minute-long speech about literally
anything that a student wants to try to argue.
○ One or both facilitator(s) will give an example of a Hot Take (unless they picked
the option to present a good and bad Hot Take earlier). Make the hot take
interesting and be as creative as you possibly can: this will show the students
that they really can talk about anything they want.
○ Clap every time a filler word is said
○ After each student finishes their pitch, facilitators will give brief feedback about
what they can work on/things to look out for.
Activity Two: Infomercial Drill
○ Have each student choose an object from the room
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●

●

■ The student has 1 minute to prepare for their speech
○ The student will talk about the object in a way that sells it (like an infomercial)
and use their persuasive skills to convince the class their object is worth buying
■ The student has 2 minutes to give their infomercial
○ Reminds students to be enthusiastic and creative
○ At the end of the two minutes, the class will give the student feedback on
whether or not their presentation was convincing enough
Activity Three: Imposter Drill
○ Split the class in half with one facilitator for each group
○ Have pieces of paper that are all blank except one that says “Imposter”
■ The students grab a piece of paper and see if they are the imposter
○ Each speech lasts one minute
■ The imposter has to gush about something they dislike
■ Everyone else talks about something they genuinely love
■ Clap every time a filler word is said
○ Then the class has three minutes to discuss who they think the imposter is
○ Have everyone vote by raising their hand
○ The person voted out reveals if they are the imposter or not
■ If they were not the imposter, have another round with the same
imposter and have the students pick new topics
○ Continue until the imposter is voted out
Reflection
○ What is different about giving a well thought out speech vs. what we did today?
○ What are some common mistakes that people made?
○ How is being able to speak spontaneously a useful skill?
○ How does having more or less enthusiasm affect your speaking?
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